Objectives-To analyse trends in the number of authors per article over the past 10 years.
Introduction
Success in biomedical careers has long been associated with authorship of publications in peer reviewed journals, and this association may partly explain the exponential increase in the number of articles pub- lished over the past two decades. A parallel trend which has been widely perceived but less well documented is that of increasing numbers of authors per article.' A large number of authors may be required in a study for various reasons: (a) the need for a large team of technically specialised laboratory workers; (b) the need to accrue scarce resources for study, such as clinically derived material (human tissue, blood samples) or 
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._20 9 10 0 that distribution of authorship number was similar for Nature and Cell, although Cell had a higher proportion of studies with three to five authors. The number of authors per paper did not increase between 1985 and 1991 in Cell and a small increase only in the proportion of articles with 8-12 authors was seen in Nature during 1982-92. Two author studies made up the highest proportion of articles in both journals.
All journals other than Nature and Cell showed increases in median and modal author numbers over the study period. The median and modal author numbers for PNAS and JCI increased by 20% or more. The proportion of studies with two to three authors fell while the proportion with six to 10 rose, shifting the curve to the right. 
and medically relevant basic research, also had a threefold to fourfold increase in the proportion of multiauthor or collaborative articles between 1985 and 1991 (table). These studies accounted for 22% of published original articles by 1991. This increase in large group studies is associated with about a 50% fall in articles by one to three authors (data not shown). As with most of the other journals surveyed, NE7M had a general increase in authorship number as shown by the increase in mode from 5 to 6 (20%) and in median from 5 to 7 (40%) between 1985 and 1990 (table). The distribution of authorship number showed a sigmoidal increase up to six authors followed by a steep fall to seven authors and more gentle fall to 11 authors (fig 3) . Similar trends were seen in the Lancet, another general medical journal. The Lancet had a steeper fall from six to seven authors, perhaps because they published a smaller proportion of large group studies (and hence had a higher modal '6' value) than NE7M. Figure 4 shows how the rapid fall from six to seven authors is influenced by alterations in the overall distribution of authorship numbers. Only a 3% absolute fall in the number of papers with seven authors was seen in the NE7M during 1985-9, when the modal author number was 5. A 10% fall in seven author papers occurred during 1989-91 when the modal author number rose to 6. This amounts to a relative frequency decline of over 50%. Similarly, for the Lancet in 1985-9 the modal author number was 5 and there was an absolute fall in seven author papers of 6%, whereas in 1989-91 the mode was six authors and the fall in seven author papers was papers was 10%. Again, this absolute reduction represents a relative fall of seven author articles of more than 50% when compared with the frequency of six author articles (fig 4) .
Discussion
Three patterns of distributions of authorship number are suggested by these data: (a) the "left shifted" pattern seen in high profile basic research journals (Nature, Cell), in which over 90% of articles have one to five authors (mode 2); (b) the "right shifted" pattern characterised by few small group studies and many large group studies (mode 7) seen in low profile basic research (BBRC) and clinical research (JCO) journals; and (c) a rapid fall from six to seven authors (mode 6) in general medical journals (NEJ7M, Lancet). A threefold increase in the proportion of large group (> 12 authors or multi-institutional) studies and a reduced proportion of small group (1-3 author) studies was seen in both general and specialist clinical journals.
Increased complexity of analytical methodology seems an unlikely explanation for this trend. An alternative hypothesis is that clinical studies have evolved towards a larger format over the past decade, with a corresponding increase in the number of contributors. A further possibility is that either the prestige or the style of the journals has altered over the study period, thus encouraging submission (or acceptance) of larger studies.
The rapid fall from six to seven authors seen in both general medical journals suggests a preference by some principal authors for six rather than seven authors. To determine whether this "Vancouver effect" is real, a more exhaustive analysis is needed of all volumes of a wider spectrum of journals. Despite its limitations, however, this study helps clarify some aspects of the phenomenon of expanding biomedical authorship. Firstly, the hypothesis that increasing author numbers reflect the development of more labour intensive research technologies becomes untenable given the continuing high quality small group productivity seen in Nature and Cell. Secondly, the apparent occurrence of a rapid fall from six to seven authors seen in some journals suggests that conferral of authorship may sometimes have a volitional component. This phenomenon may either favour or oppose the career interests of potential coauthors. In the case of an article written by five authors, for example, the availability of one extra slot may work to the advantage of a colleague whose goodwill is valued but whose involvement with the project had been only marginal; such circumstances may help create a dip in the number of articles with five authors (figs 2 and 4) which further accentuates the peak at six authors. For papers with seven potential authors the principal investigator may decide to omit one author and instead acknowledge his or her help at the end of the article. The excluded authors "lose a publication," which may adversely affect their academic career. Longer term consequences of this trend could include an increased counterproductive emphasis on first author publication.
The uncontrolled increase in the number of authors might be remediable to some extent by journals devising a collective policy. One such strategy would be to cite references by first and last author et int (and intervening) . This would reduce the number of authors listed while still providing unambiguous access to the publication, acknowledgment of the primary researcher, and identification of the department or laboratory (usually that of the last author). This should not reduce the usefulness of the reference, since the prime function of a citation is that of referring an interested reader to another work rather than that of publicly applauding the contribution of individual authors. Paradoxically, then, reduced citation visibility for coauthors could result in middle authorship continuing to be regarded as an earned (and hence valued) privilege rather than as a right, a favour, a payback, or an inconsequential bagetelle.
